
BeoSound Essence is a simple, elegant one-touch sound 

system. An entirely new way to enjoy iconic Bang & 

Olufsen sound, at your fingertip.

Most of the digital music we access through cloud-based 

music services or store on our phones and tablets stays 

there. Often we are too busy to find it, or to deal with the 

added complication of connecting it to our sound system. 

Which means we rarely enjoy our music the way we 

should, or discover something new.

Simplicity is freedom

BeoSound Essence changes the game. An iconic,  

one-touch sound system that puts the music you love  

at your fingertips.

Unleashing great sound is now as easy as flicking a light 

switch. You don’t even need your phone.  

BeoSound Essence
Great sound instantly. Just touch.

Simply connect the BeoSound Essence to any Bang & 

Olufsen active speakers and start playing the music  

where you left off last time, with just one touch.

Integrated music services

Explore wireless music with your smartphone, computer 

or tablet, or use BeoSound Essence’s integrated AirPlay 

and DLNA streaming, as well as direct access to Spotify 

Connect, QPlay and internet radio.

In tune

Complete your experience with the new BeoMusic App, 

an intuitive way to browse the endless music collections 

at your fingertips. When you find what you are looking for, 

simply switch the music with a single touch, regardless 

of its source. Access thousands of global internet radio 

stations, and save your favorites directly on the BeoSound 

Essence. AirPlay pending final certification.

The BeoSound Essence Remote 
mounted on the wall

The table stand variant of the Beo-
Sound Essence Remote

You can easily hide the box away 
anywhere near the speakers



Detailed specifications:

Designer:   

Frakenpohl Poulheim

Placement options:
Remote: Wall mounted or table stand variant 

Hide-away box: Anywhere near the speakers

Dimensions:
Wall mounted: 6.6 (diameter) X 2.2 cm (height) / 114 g

Table stand: 11.5 cm X 8.7 cm X 2.8 cm / 240 g 

Hide-away box: 31 cm X 10.5 cm X 3.5 cm / 608 g

Hide-away box connections:
2 X Power Link sockets (RJ45) with two channels in each 

for connection of speakers. 

1 X RCA for line-in connection 

1 X Ethernet 

1 X IR (for future use) 

1 X Mains for power 

 

You can have up to three BeoSound Essence Remotes 

connected to one system. 

 

BeoSound Essence is connected to the network either  

via WiFi or via Ethernet. 

Connection between hide-away box and remote:  
Wireless, RF low energy 

Connection between hide-away box and mobile devices: 
Wireless, WiFi

Connection between hide-away box and speakers: 
Wired. If you want wireless connection between the Beo-

Sound Essence and your speakers (featuring Immaculate 

Wireless Sound i.e. BeoLab 17 or BeoLab 18): Just add 

BeoLab Transmitter 1 to your setup.

Remote operations:‘
• ‘Play’: Start playing the last available source

• ‘Silence’: Pause/stop/mute the sound, based    
 on the source context. 

• ‘Next’: Skip track/station to the next one,  
 with in the same sound source 

• ‘Previous’: Go to the previous track/station,    
 within the same sound source 

• ‘Volume’: Control the volume.

BeoSound Essence Set-up:
BeoSound Essence consists of two components: 

A remote and a hideaway box. Add any Bang & Olufsen 

active speakers for a truly groundbreaking experience.


